
EMPLOYEE

ENGAGEMENT

BOT

Humanized Automation to empower 
hassled & understaffed HR teams
struggling in the Covid 19 world 

NHANCE NOW



Pre Covid Era 

 

Modern HR Heads aspired to build 
a  productive company culture that
accelerated growth and generated

positive social buzz.



Covid Era
 

Manage vast remote working teams,
provide instant response to sudden
influx of inbound queries and uplift 

and maintain employee morale.



HR Service

Erosion in quality as teams get
overwhelmed with the influx of
new challenges and old ones.

Productivity

Information vacuum and 
lack of engagement leading 

to employee anxiety.

Culture

Key strategic activities are 
either dropped or postponed

due to lack of time.

Casualties
 



Frequent Engagement

In a remote work culture its impossible
to engage 1-1 with employees regularly.

Faster Query Handling

 Instant response to the most pressing
queries to calm anxious minds.

Maintain HR Services

Keep the HR services going that
 produce better humans and delivery

powerhouses. 

Wishlist
 



Secret Weapon
 

Self Service Bots on
WhatsApp and Messenger

that automate employee engagement,
uplift service experience and free up

staff time.
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Step 1

HR Team
customise Ready-

To-Use Bot 

Step 3

Automate
engagement 

Step 2

Share it with
employees on
WhatsApp or
Messenger

Process
Quick, assisted account setup,
personalised training, lifelong

handholding, zero effort.



Automate

 

 

Inbound HR Enquiries
Feedback & Surveys

Service Requests
Meeting Bookings

Document Request
Document Collection

Regular Advisory
Notifications

Information Broadcast
HR Transactions

Fun Activities
 

 



The massive disruption to the
way we live and work, post

Covid-19
 

Workforce that has suddenly
dicovered WFH and 100%

Digital Experiences
 

The massive load and backlog
that HR teams are grappling

with that needs a Tech Stimulus
to handle and resolve

 

The Shift in 

 behaviour that makes

Bots critical in HR today

 



Benefits

LESS ANXIETY

Reduced load on HR. Faster responses
for Employees. Calmer workforce.

SIMPLER INTERACTIONS

Smooth conversational experiences
without the need for F2F meetings.

MORE TRUST

A dedicated, personalized & round 
the clock communication channel

BETTER INSIGHTS

Get deep insights on organisation 
level "Sentiments" from the Bot

interaction analytics.



SMALLER TEAM

Get the same output from
HR team with less hires

NEGATE

DISRUPTION

Navigate the organisation
in a chaotic environment
with minimal disruption.

INCREASED

PRODUCTIVITY

Increase in organsiational with
everybody having more time
on hand.

ROI



CAN WE HAVE A

QUICK CHAT?

+91 - 9966583320

nishith@nhancenow.com

www.nhancenow.com


